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Free reading Indian paper
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now with every illustration in color this landmark work
is the standard reference on american currency since
1953 acknowledged as the most comprehensive and
universally recognized guide on the subject
illustrating and valuating all types of united states
paper money from the first year of federal paper money
1861 to date both sides of all currency from 3 cents to
100 000 are illustrated and accompanied by text listing
describing and pricing in up to seven conditions every
variety of paper money ever issued the result is a
complete pictorial descriptive and numismatic history
of united states currency also with sections on
colonial and continental currency and the confederate
states of america and chapters on error notes encased
postage stamps and postage envelopes for those who
think of america s currency as a constant study in
green and black the rainbow like diversity shown by the
more than 800 color illustrations is a revelation in
itself new information has been added and valuations
updated making it possible to establish the value of
any note paper money of the united states has been an
invaluable asset to currency collectors and
numismatists it also possesses an appeal and value to
lovers of americana of the fine art of engraving and
students of american history finance and economics
banks will find this book especially useful in that it
makes possible the immediate identification and
valuation of all obsolete but still legal tender
currency it is a book which belongs in every library
public and private reprint of the original first
published in 1872 the publishing house anatiposi
publishes historical books as reprints due to their age
these books may have missing pages or inferior quality
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our aim is to preserve these books and make them
available to the public so that they do not get lost
the colorful history of paper money before the civil
war before civil war greenbacks and a national bank
network established a uniform federal currency in the
united states the proliferation of loosely regulated
banks saturated the early american republic with
upwards of 10 000 unique and legal bank notes this
number does not even include the plethora of
counterfeit bills and the countless shinplasters of
questionable legality issued by unregulated merchants
firms and municipalities adding to the chaos was the
idiosyncratic method for negotiating their value an
often manipulative face to face discussion consciously
separated from any haggling over the price of the work
goods or services for sale in bank notes and
shinplasters joshua r greenberg shows how ordinary
americans accumulated and wielded the financial
knowledge required to navigate interpersonal bank note
transactions locating evidence of americans grappling
with their money in fiction correspondence newspapers
printed ephemera government documents legal cases and
even on the money itself greenberg argues americans by
necessity developed the ability to analyze the value of
paper financial instruments assess the strength of
banking institutions and even track legislative changes
that might alter the rules of currency circulation in
his examination of the doodles calculations political
screeds and commercial stamps that ended up on bank
bills he connects the material culture of cash to
financial political and intellectual history the book
demonstrates that the shift from state regulated banks
and private shinplaster producers to federally
authorized paper money in the civil war era led to the
erasure of the skill knowledge and lived experience
with banking that informed debates over economic policy
the end result greenberg writes has been a diminished
public understanding of how currency and the financial
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sector operate in our contemporary era from the 2008
recession to the rise of bitcoin standish begins with a
brief fascinating history of currency and then presents
a striking gallery of international bills from more
than 80 countries that corner the market on visual
flair 175 color images excerpt from a short history of
paper money and banking in the united states including
an account of provincial and continental paper money to
which is prefixed an inquiry into the principles of the
system a brief exposition of the principles of banking
was all that the writer originally intended to give in
the first draft of the work the historical sketch was
part of a chapter it has been extended to its present
length from a belief that a tolerably full account of
incidents in the history of american banking would be
acceptable to the reader if additional illustrations of
the nature of the system were wanted they might be
derived from its history in great britain these our
limits will not permit us to introduce we have however
room for a sketch of the changes of opinion that have
taken place in that country in regard to paper money mr
joplin in his history of the currency question after
collating different passages in the treatise on the
wealth of nations gives the following as a summary of
the views of adam smith about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works this non fiction documents the
history of maryland s national currency era from 1864
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to 1935 and illustrates the beautiful currency in
detail the currency was issued by 138 maryland banks
from friendsville in the west to snow hill in the east
while national currency notes were issued by individual
banks they were federal paper money and circulated
across all states and territories research for this
book required hundreds of interviews and thousands of
hours and involved cataloging surviving national
currency notes documenting bank histories and the lives
of the 810 bank officers who signed the currency the
research pulled extensively from the u s national
archives smithsonian institution maryland historical
society local historical societies comptroller of
currency annual reports u s census records newspaper
clippings and family interviews almost 300 photos of
surviving notes are shown including many notes from the
marc watts collection of national currency this is a
reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book
may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were
either part of the original artifact or were introduced
by the scanning process we believe this work is
culturally important and despite the imperfections have
elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed
works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process and hope you
enjoy this valuable book a wide range of readers will
be intrigued by the subject of paper money this book is
highly illustrated making it an enticing study for
those that simply enjoy the many art forms on the world
s currencies paper money is part of the currency of
every nation in the world conveying messages of
historical significance ranging from the affairs of
government in war and peace to the consequences of
challenging economic times and political upheaval the
evolution of its colorful imagery and revealing script
provide for an interesting study with broad appeal
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whether it expressed the pride that a town state or
nation found in its historical background its heroes
and distinguished citizens its architectural
accomplishments or even themes of religious importance
and the natural environment paper money almost always
reflected the temperament of the community this book
explores the role that money plays in our everyday
lives and addresses the perception of a money s value
what is it that gives this paper any real material
value when it is backed solely by one s faith in the
government that issued it history records the answer by
the number of governments which have experience
hyperinflation the enigma that people will accept the
value of paper money unbacked by anything of real
substance is a major topic covered by this book index
is shown below preface introduction paper money
authenticity chapter 1 images symbols and words u s
paper money hidden messages and symbols portrait
significance dual currencies commemoratives and
cultures chapter 2 indians slaves propaganda and war
indians u s slavery russia germany concentration camps
world war ii era indochina vietnam cambodia cuba
military payment certificates miscellaneous 1960 s 1980
s world slavery recent propaganda chapter 3 world
inflation zimbabwe 2006 2009 romania 2003 2005 turkey
2000 2005 zaire rep of congo 1992 2007 belarus 1992
2000 peru 1991 2001 angola 1987 1999 georgia 1994 1995
poland 1924 1994 yugoslavia 1990 1994 bosnia
herzegovina 1992 1994 mexico 1988 1992 brazil 1986 1994
nicaragua 1985 1991 argentina 1981 1993 bolivia 1981
1987 chile 1967 2008 hungary 1946 1957 greece 1944
russia 1917 1997 germany 1874 1945 introduction to
notgeld closing thoughts references this scarce
antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original
due to its age it may contain imperfections such as
marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we
believe this work is culturally important we have made
it available as part of our commitment for protecting
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preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true
to the original work this reference designed for the
specialist and dealer offers the most complete data to
be found anywhere for small size currency organized and
listed by specific series including accurate population
figures for each the book also contains detailed
tutorial information to guide the collector largest
size images allowed by law latest u s banknotes with
new security devices and colors described completely
analyzed and updated pricing most up to date census for
all u s small size currency comprehensive glossary of
terms and more detailed information than you will find
anywhere else introduces the denominations of the bills
how bills are made and the famous faces and symbols on
bills this excellent guidebook takes us on an amazing
journey of discovery into one of the world s most
exciting collecting fields it reveals how accessible
this hobby is to collectors of all budgets it explores
some of the popular collecting themes and reveals many
ways to maximize your enjoyment and avoid pitfalls this
book will give you the winner s edge as it shares
hundreds of insider tips that can save you and make you
a small fortune it reveals where you can obtain
banknotes at face vale that are worth much more it
draws our attention to over 40 different faults that
you need to look out for when acquiring collectable
paper money it explains grading clearly and how a
difference in condition can mean a big differences in
value it explores the sensational growth in value of
many collectable banknotes and bank checks in recent
years for example one american note recently sold for 3
290 000 collectable paper money can be an incredible
investment when you know what to look for and this book
reveals much on this and how to look for banknotes
costing under a dollar that can quickly grow massively
in value within a short time it provides tips on how to
optimise the value of your collection as a whole and
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how to protect it from the various hazards that all
collectors should be aware of a collection of paper
money is a powerful conversation piece which arouses
intrigue fascination and awe it s an exotic historical
record and a collection of the world s finest pieces of
graphic design it can also be an astounding investment
or a treasured family heirloom that conveys the spirit
of its developer everyone who is interested in paper
money should have this pivotal guidebook within easy
reach contents 0 introduction 1 collecting styles
unlimited 2 the c factor 3 banknotes of special
interest 4 catalog values 5 how condition affects value
6 getting to grips with grading 7 don t be cheated 8
storing and displaying 9 money saving opportunities 10
investing in paper money 11 identifying the country of
origin 12 know your world currencies 13 cheque
collecting basics 14 paper money terminology this is a
reproduction of the original artefact generally these
books are created from careful scans of the original
this allows us to preserve the book accurately and
present it in the way the author intended since the
original versions are generally quite old there may
occasionally be certain imperfections within these
reproductions we re happy to make these classics
available again for future generations to enjoy
illustrates each type of bill and note in american
paper money and provides current values the new edition
of this bestseller book is enhanced with updated
references to vms the authors have responded to
suggestions made by readers of previous editions they
cover both tru64 unix and the full range of other unix
implementations now available as soon as independence
had been won from great britain the decks were clear
for a second fight that fight as is usually found after
a successful revolution was the fight to decide whether
independence was to be true independence or whether
after the change of names the financial system was to
re establish over the new government that same control
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which it had exercised over the old this is the story
of the first 40 years of that war a shorth history of
paper money and banking in the u s an inquiry into the
principles of the american banking system letter to
andrew jackson an inquiry into the expediency of
dispensing with bank agency and bank paper in fiscal
concerns of the u s journal of banking banking as it
ought to be banks of the united states william m gouge
and the formation of orthodox american monetary policy
the first us paper money dates from 1861 when demand
notes were issued from then to now all currency issued
by the united states government has remained valid by
1996 all paper money in the u s will be drastically
different how can readers know if they have valuable
paper money this guide helps them learn which
currencies are the most popular to collect find out
what great grandma s confederate money is worth and
learn how to have fun collecting from circulation
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Paper Money of the United States
2010-08-10
now with every illustration in color this landmark work
is the standard reference on american currency since
1953 acknowledged as the most comprehensive and
universally recognized guide on the subject
illustrating and valuating all types of united states
paper money from the first year of federal paper money
1861 to date both sides of all currency from 3 cents to
100 000 are illustrated and accompanied by text listing
describing and pricing in up to seven conditions every
variety of paper money ever issued the result is a
complete pictorial descriptive and numismatic history
of united states currency also with sections on
colonial and continental currency and the confederate
states of america and chapters on error notes encased
postage stamps and postage envelopes for those who
think of america s currency as a constant study in
green and black the rainbow like diversity shown by the
more than 800 color illustrations is a revelation in
itself new information has been added and valuations
updated making it possible to establish the value of
any note paper money of the united states has been an
invaluable asset to currency collectors and
numismatists it also possesses an appeal and value to
lovers of americana of the fine art of engraving and
students of american history finance and economics
banks will find this book especially useful in that it
makes possible the immediate identification and
valuation of all obsolete but still legal tender
currency it is a book which belongs in every library
public and private
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Paper Money the Root of Evil
2023-06-14
reprint of the original first published in 1872 the
publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books
as reprints due to their age these books may have
missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to
preserve these books and make them available to the
public so that they do not get lost

Collecting Paper Money 1973
the colorful history of paper money before the civil
war before civil war greenbacks and a national bank
network established a uniform federal currency in the
united states the proliferation of loosely regulated
banks saturated the early american republic with
upwards of 10 000 unique and legal bank notes this
number does not even include the plethora of
counterfeit bills and the countless shinplasters of
questionable legality issued by unregulated merchants
firms and municipalities adding to the chaos was the
idiosyncratic method for negotiating their value an
often manipulative face to face discussion consciously
separated from any haggling over the price of the work
goods or services for sale in bank notes and
shinplasters joshua r greenberg shows how ordinary
americans accumulated and wielded the financial
knowledge required to navigate interpersonal bank note
transactions locating evidence of americans grappling
with their money in fiction correspondence newspapers
printed ephemera government documents legal cases and
even on the money itself greenberg argues americans by
necessity developed the ability to analyze the value of
paper financial instruments assess the strength of
banking institutions and even track legislative changes
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that might alter the rules of currency circulation in
his examination of the doodles calculations political
screeds and commercial stamps that ended up on bank
bills he connects the material culture of cash to
financial political and intellectual history the book
demonstrates that the shift from state regulated banks
and private shinplaster producers to federally
authorized paper money in the civil war era led to the
erasure of the skill knowledge and lived experience
with banking that informed debates over economic policy
the end result greenberg writes has been a diminished
public understanding of how currency and the financial
sector operate in our contemporary era from the 2008
recession to the rise of bitcoin

Gold Money and Paper Money 1863
standish begins with a brief fascinating history of
currency and then presents a striking gallery of
international bills from more than 80 countries that
corner the market on visual flair 175 color images

Paper Money Inflation in France 1882
excerpt from a short history of paper money and banking
in the united states including an account of provincial
and continental paper money to which is prefixed an
inquiry into the principles of the system a brief
exposition of the principles of banking was all that
the writer originally intended to give in the first
draft of the work the historical sketch was part of a
chapter it has been extended to its present length from
a belief that a tolerably full account of incidents in
the history of american banking would be acceptable to
the reader if additional illustrations of the nature of
the system were wanted they might be derived from its
history in great britain these our limits will not
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permit us to introduce we have however room for a
sketch of the changes of opinion that have taken place
in that country in regard to paper money mr joplin in
his history of the currency question after collating
different passages in the treatise on the wealth of
nations gives the following as a summary of the views
of adam smith about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works

Bank Notes and Shinplasters
2020-07-10
this non fiction documents the history of maryland s
national currency era from 1864 to 1935 and illustrates
the beautiful currency in detail the currency was
issued by 138 maryland banks from friendsville in the
west to snow hill in the east while national currency
notes were issued by individual banks they were federal
paper money and circulated across all states and
territories research for this book required hundreds of
interviews and thousands of hours and involved
cataloging surviving national currency notes
documenting bank histories and the lives of the 810
bank officers who signed the currency the research
pulled extensively from the u s national archives
smithsonian institution maryland historical society
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local historical societies comptroller of currency
annual reports u s census records newspaper clippings
and family interviews almost 300 photos of surviving
notes are shown including many notes from the marc
watts collection of national currency

Fiat Paper Money 2011
this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923
this book may have occasional imperfections such as
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
that were either part of the original artifact or were
introduced by the scanning process we believe this work
is culturally important and despite the imperfections
have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed
works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process and hope you
enjoy this valuable book

The Story of Paper Money 1973
a wide range of readers will be intrigued by the
subject of paper money this book is highly illustrated
making it an enticing study for those that simply enjoy
the many art forms on the world s currencies paper
money is part of the currency of every nation in the
world conveying messages of historical significance
ranging from the affairs of government in war and peace
to the consequences of challenging economic times and
political upheaval the evolution of its colorful
imagery and revealing script provide for an interesting
study with broad appeal whether it expressed the pride
that a town state or nation found in its historical
background its heroes and distinguished citizens its
architectural accomplishments or even themes of
religious importance and the natural environment paper
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money almost always reflected the temperament of the
community this book explores the role that money plays
in our everyday lives and addresses the perception of a
money s value what is it that gives this paper any real
material value when it is backed solely by one s faith
in the government that issued it history records the
answer by the number of governments which have
experience hyperinflation the enigma that people will
accept the value of paper money unbacked by anything of
real substance is a major topic covered by this book
index is shown below preface introduction paper money
authenticity chapter 1 images symbols and words u s
paper money hidden messages and symbols portrait
significance dual currencies commemoratives and
cultures chapter 2 indians slaves propaganda and war
indians u s slavery russia germany concentration camps
world war ii era indochina vietnam cambodia cuba
military payment certificates miscellaneous 1960 s 1980
s world slavery recent propaganda chapter 3 world
inflation zimbabwe 2006 2009 romania 2003 2005 turkey
2000 2005 zaire rep of congo 1992 2007 belarus 1992
2000 peru 1991 2001 angola 1987 1999 georgia 1994 1995
poland 1924 1994 yugoslavia 1990 1994 bosnia
herzegovina 1992 1994 mexico 1988 1992 brazil 1986 1994
nicaragua 1985 1991 argentina 1981 1993 bolivia 1981
1987 chile 1967 2008 hungary 1946 1957 greece 1944
russia 1917 1997 germany 1874 1945 introduction to
notgeld closing thoughts references

An Essay on Money and Paper Currency
1812
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of
the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally
important we have made it available as part of our
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commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the
world s literature in affordable high quality modern
editions that are true to the original work

The Art of Money 2000-10
this reference designed for the specialist and dealer
offers the most complete data to be found anywhere for
small size currency organized and listed by specific
series including accurate population figures for each
the book also contains detailed tutorial information to
guide the collector largest size images allowed by law
latest u s banknotes with new security devices and
colors described completely analyzed and updated
pricing most up to date census for all u s small size
currency comprehensive glossary of terms and more
detailed information than you will find anywhere else

Paper Money 1982
introduces the denominations of the bills how bills are
made and the famous faces and symbols on bills

A History of the Bills of Credit Or
Paper Money Issued by New York, from
1709 to 1789 1866
this excellent guidebook takes us on an amazing journey
of discovery into one of the world s most exciting
collecting fields it reveals how accessible this hobby
is to collectors of all budgets it explores some of the
popular collecting themes and reveals many ways to
maximize your enjoyment and avoid pitfalls this book
will give you the winner s edge as it shares hundreds
of insider tips that can save you and make you a small
fortune it reveals where you can obtain banknotes at
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face vale that are worth much more it draws our
attention to over 40 different faults that you need to
look out for when acquiring collectable paper money it
explains grading clearly and how a difference in
condition can mean a big differences in value it
explores the sensational growth in value of many
collectable banknotes and bank checks in recent years
for example one american note recently sold for 3 290
000 collectable paper money can be an incredible
investment when you know what to look for and this book
reveals much on this and how to look for banknotes
costing under a dollar that can quickly grow massively
in value within a short time it provides tips on how to
optimise the value of your collection as a whole and
how to protect it from the various hazards that all
collectors should be aware of a collection of paper
money is a powerful conversation piece which arouses
intrigue fascination and awe it s an exotic historical
record and a collection of the world s finest pieces of
graphic design it can also be an astounding investment
or a treasured family heirloom that conveys the spirit
of its developer everyone who is interested in paper
money should have this pivotal guidebook within easy
reach contents 0 introduction 1 collecting styles
unlimited 2 the c factor 3 banknotes of special
interest 4 catalog values 5 how condition affects value
6 getting to grips with grading 7 don t be cheated 8
storing and displaying 9 money saving opportunities 10
investing in paper money 11 identifying the country of
origin 12 know your world currencies 13 cheque
collecting basics 14 paper money terminology

Paper Money 1974
this is a reproduction of the original artefact
generally these books are created from careful scans of
the original this allows us to preserve the book
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accurately and present it in the way the author
intended since the original versions are generally
quite old there may occasionally be certain
imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to
make these classics available again for future
generations to enjoy

Paper-Money, the root of evil. An
examination of the currency of the
United States, etc 1872
illustrates each type of bill and note in american
paper money and provides current values

A Short History of Paper Money and
Banking in the United States,
Including an Account of Provincial
and Continental Paper Money
2016-08-05
the new edition of this bestseller book is enhanced
with updated references to vms the authors have
responded to suggestions made by readers of previous
editions they cover both tru64 unix and the full range
of other unix implementations now available

A Short History of Paper Money and
Banking in the United States,
Including an Account of Provincial
and Continental Paper Money 1833
as soon as independence had been won from great britain
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the decks were clear for a second fight that fight as
is usually found after a successful revolution was the
fight to decide whether independence was to be true
independence or whether after the change of names the
financial system was to re establish over the new
government that same control which it had exercised
over the old this is the story of the first 40 years of
that war a shorth history of paper money and banking in
the u s an inquiry into the principles of the american
banking system letter to andrew jackson an inquiry into
the expediency of dispensing with bank agency and bank
paper in fiscal concerns of the u s journal of banking
banking as it ought to be banks of the united states
william m gouge and the formation of orthodox american
monetary policy

Maryland Paper Money 2015-04-03
the first us paper money dates from 1861 when demand
notes were issued from then to now all currency issued
by the united states government has remained valid

A Short History of Paper-Money and
Banking in the United States 2014-03
by 1996 all paper money in the u s will be drastically
different how can readers know if they have valuable
paper money this guide helps them learn which
currencies are the most popular to collect find out
what great grandma s confederate money is worth and
learn how to have fun collecting from circulation

Paper Money Messages 2017-01-31
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Paper Money 2009-04

Standard Guide to Small-Size U.S.
Paper Money 2011-10-04

Paper Money 2010-01-01

A short history of paper money and
banking in the United States,
including an account of provincial
and continental paper money 1968

Paper Money, the Money of
Civilization 1877

An Overview of Nepalese Paper Money
2001

How Can Paper Money Increase the
Wealth of a Nation? 1875

Collectable Paper Money Guidebook
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With Collecting Tips 2015-01-01

A Short History of Paper-Money and
Banking in the United States
2019-07-30

Standard Catalog of United States
Paper Money 2003-10-02

Paper Money of Ireland 2009

SHORT HISTORY OF PAPER MONEY AND
BANKING IN THE UNITED STATES,
INCLUDING AN ACCOUNT OF... PROVINCIAL
AND CONTINENTAL PAPER MONEY 2018

The Curse of Paper Money and Banking
2009-07

Standard Paper Money Catalogue 1894

Standard Catalog of World Paper Money
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2003

A History of American Currency 1874

Short History of Paper Money and
Banking in the United States,
Including an Account of Provincial
and Continental Paper Money 1901

History of Paper Money and Banking
2017-10-16

Paper Money of the United States
1975-01-01

The Story of Paper Money 2012-06-01

Collecting Paper Money 1996
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